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Abstract

Systematic collection of safety incident / accident data has been common in many industries for decades. An equivalent effort has not been made in the area of information security, exclusive perhaps of highly specialized organizations with such needs.

The systematic collection of incident data allows scientific research and investigation into their causes, ultimately leading organizations to introduce more effective safeguards. Several authors have suggested that incident reporting systems should be used to collect information security incident data.

This project explores a System Dynamics model of a general incident reporting system, previously developed by other researchers, and discusses how it can be useful in information security. The model is also compared to how an existing organization collects incident data, to find out if the assumptions of the model matches a real-world example, in this case a health care institution.

The purpose of the developed model(s) is to help organizations in developing or improving incident reporting systems for information security, being an aid in evaluating their (planned or existing) procedures and tools. Whilst this might have had relevance to only a limited group of organizations in the past, when fewer worked with information security, we see today that any organization that works with information systems must also deal with information security in some degree. An organization does not need to grow very large before no individual can easily keep oversight of all its workings. Thus a need for structured management arises, just as much in information security as in other business processes.
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1 Glossary

These are some key terms used in this paper:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>An attempted or unsuccessful breach of security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident</td>
<td>A successful breach of security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Introduction

Systematic collection of safety incident / accident data has been common in many industries for decades. An equivalent effort has not been made in the area of information security, but the need for this has been rapidly increasing over the last few decades. Businesses and other organizations have come to manage more and more information, and though the manual management of (largely paper based) information is complex in itself, the rapid introduction of ever more complex electronic information systems introduces even more complex challenges to information security.

Successful management of information security mandates effective business processes that take these challenges into consideration, and minimize risks and threat exposure. To develop (or improve) these business processes there must be a system or process for analyzing how existing processes meet the information security threats, allowing organizations to learn where there is a problem and to implement corrective actions.

This is where the information security incident reporting system (ISIRS) finds its place, enabling collection and analysis of incident data (over time), building knowledge to minimize or avoid future risk through organizational awareness and improved business processes.

2.1 Topics covered

The systematic collection of incident data allows scientific research and investigation into their causes, ultimately leading organizations to introduce more effective safeguards. Literature and research on incident reporting systems for information security is still somewhat scarce.

In finding a basis for an incident reporting process / system, we turn to the extensive research performed in safety science. This master’s project analyzes a generic model for incident reporting (hereafter referred to as "the IRS model"), developed by other researchers. We have broken the model down to a set of hypotheses representing causal links between entities in the model, and discuss their implications and relevance for an ISIRS.

In collaboration with two other master’s projects (see chapter 4) a common set of ten hypotheses were explored further through interviews with staff at organizations from different sectors (health care, defense, and energy). This paper discusses a health care case.

The results of the interviews were then analyzed to find clues as to the validity of applying safety science experiences to information security reporting, and whether the model is adequate for such a system.

1There are many commercial systems out there that relate to incident management and reporting, in a variety of forms. Consider, for instance, the multitude of systems that exist for IT Service management, which can all to some degree support incident reporting in general. However, we are looking for research targeted specifically at information security reporting.
2.2 Problem description

We claim that there is a growing need for information security management, and we devote some space to talking about how information technology has played a key role in this, and how the two are connected.

In a not too distant past, most information was still stored on paper, most processing of information was done manually. Copies of documents were generally made in manageable numbers, and it was even possible to identify one single original for a document. Information security threats to regular, civilian organisations included theft and unauthorized copying and use of information, physical loss of documents, verbal leaks, and (probably) to a certain extent, social engineering.

While the threats existed, they were to a certain extent controllable. Changes to physical copies were harder to make, and stealing a document meant that it had to be physically removed, if only temporary, or photographed / photocopied. All this takes some effort to do undetected, especially on a large scale.

Over the past 50 years (roughly), the use of electronic information systems has increased exponentially, and with it comes new challenges for protecting the information stored and used within these systems. In the beginning, data was mostly just processed in computers (hence the name), and data was stored in writing on paper. However, as computers grew in storage capacity and processing power, the computer industry created more complex systems that allowed for the storage of information in electronic form (the first commercially available hard disk came on the market in 1956[2]). This capability has opened up a can of worms, as far as information security goes. According to [3] businesses today increase their storage capacity by 30 to 50 percent per year. The amount of information we manage is not shrinking any time soon.

Where one previously would have a few, very tangible, paper copies of documents, we now have a multitude of electronic copies of documents. These can be read, processed and copied, even without the owner’s knowledge, while the actual owner still holds the “original”. Problems escalated further with the advent of networking. Copies of information can now be spread to most any corner of the world in a matter of milliseconds. If you are reading this thesis on a computer, you currently have at least two copies of this document. One copy is the document file (temporary or downloaded) that you now have on disk, the other is the copy in the working memory (RAM) of your computer.

Can you account for what all pieces of software on your computer might do with this document? Can you prove that no-one slipped a malicious, information stealing program into your computer’s memory? Do others have access to the same computer, maybe via a network so that you do not see what they are doing on the computer you share? Now think of just how much of our information handling is being done electronically today.

---

2 Social engineering REFERENCE TO MITNICK, which originally pertains to the application of social science, seems to be regarded as the new kid on the block in information security. This is clearly a false view, since the “social engineer” is no different from the better known ”con-man” that has existed for ages. The term con-man is said to be about 150 years old, and there are documented scams a hundred years older[1]. And the concept of fraud was likely not new then either.

3 This has been shown to be a problem in itself: If you bought one copy of some software, are you in violation of the license agreement as soon as you load that software into memory?[4]
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Not only is electronically stored information somewhat intangible, but the use of ever more powerful databases and data-correlation systems have made it easy to dig up vast amounts of information in a short time (which is what they are supposed to do). Unfortunately, it is just as quick to do for illegitimate purposes. Instead of having to steal a whole filing cabinet, someone looking for, let’s say, social security numbers, now only have to copy the right database table in the right computer system.

Easy access is also a consequence of storing information in many places. Individuals’ privacy protection is made harder by the fact that we now store our personal information so many places; health care institutions, government offices, credit card companies, and other organizations we have a relationship with, all usually store some personal information about us.

This is not a problem just for individuals, businesses give sensitive information to partners, contractors and government offices. Controlling the spread, use, and alteration of all this information is getting harder all the time.

The above gives some examples of how complex the handling of information has become, and also why information security and information technology (IT) security has become almost synonymous. In reality they are not, however, and the complexity of IT-security must not be allowed to overshadow other aspects of information security. Granted, information security today is a lot about IT-security, but we must not forget that good information security practices must take into account all three of People, Processes and Technology. Even if we could eliminate all information security threats to our computers, at some point information will be accessed by humans, and transferred to their minds, print-outs or notepads.

Our information security defences must therefore be in line with how people and organizations work with information, also outside of their computers. We must also be able to adapt these defences in accordance with changing conditions in our organizations.

Since modern information systems creates many new vulnerabilities, or opportunities for security breaches, logically the number of security incidents will also rise. Knowing what incidents (could) occur, and learning to prevent or avoid them in the future is therefore a task of growing complexity. Using an incident reporting system for collecting and analyzing incident data could help organizations perform this task in an effective way, whether the incident takes place inside or outside our computers.

2.3 Motivation and benefits

As active information security management becomes more and more important, so does the need for proper management tools. The systematic collection of incident data allows scientific research and investigation into their causes[5], ultimately leading organizations to introduce more effective safeguards, and perhaps to business processes that are void of many vulnerabilities to begin with.

We seek then, to help organizations in developing or improving information security incident reporting systems (ISIRS) for information security, being an aid in evaluating their (planned or existing) procedures and tools. Whilst this might have had relevance to only a limited group of organizations in the past, when fewer worked with information
security, we see today that any organization must deal with information security in some degree. An organization does not need to grow very large before no individual can easily keep oversight of all its workings. Thus a need for structured management arises, just as much in information security as in other business processes.

Before one can delve into the details of creating an ISIRS, one must have an understanding of how it will be put together, how it will work. Note that by "system" we are not referring to a computer system, but a complete process. This process encompasses electronic or manual information gathering, handling and processing, as well as analysis of results, and applications of those results in the organization, through personell training, business process improvements, or other feedback. Indeed, "incident reporting process" is just as good a term for what we mean. For analyzing the general structure of the ISIRS, working with a model allows us to examine, change and experiment with the systems functionality with complete freedom. Of course, for this to have real value, the model must be accurate enough to provide a realistic picture of how the system will behave.

To help attain this value, we examine the general model developed through others' research[5]. By looking into how well this IRS model maps to information security, we hope to produce pointers as to how organizations can use the model for building (or improving) their own ISIRS.

2.4 Research questions

In this paper we explore the use of an ISIRS for improving information security in an organization. We wish to know whether it (the ISIRS) is likely to be a fruitful investment, and whether the IRS model of [5] adequately describes such a system. To this end, we explore previous work on incident reporting in both safety science and information security. At the same time, we look specifically at the IRS model, which was based on studies of safety reporting systems. Since it is a very general model, it should be applicable in some degree to most information security incident reporting systems, and in this paper, we compare it to the incident reporting system of a health care institution.

Accordingly, we ask:

Question 1 Can incident reporting be a useful tool for improving information security?

Question 2 Can the IRS model be used within information security?

Question 3 How does the IRS model correspond to a real life ISIRS?

2.5 Structure of this report

To be added.

2.6 Terminology

Incidents and events. Abbreviations. Interchangeable terms.
2.7 Confidentiality

Virtually all of the information gathered in this thesis is available in the public domain. Even from the health care institution (a public hospital) we worked with, we have tried not to gather information that could not be publicised. We were given copies of internal security policies and regulations for review, and these documents were classified as non-sensitive. None of these are included in this report, though sections are referred to. However, during interviews, respondents have referred to situations where information security was found to be poor, or possibly compromised. Even if we do not describe identifying details of compromise here, we have still chosen not to reveal the name of the hospital, or the respondents.
3 Summary of claimed contributions

We believe this thesis shows how incident reporting can be an important tool for improving information security, contributing to improved knowledge and awareness in the whole of an organization. We present System Dynamics modelling as a valuable and practical way of designing and analyzing an ISIRS and its performance.

Lastly we show how an existing IRS model already provides a good basis for this, and how that model can fit into any organizations work to establish and maintain an ISIRS.

We hope that our findings can provide organizations with useful information on the application of incident reporting systems, perhaps inspiring them to consider implementing such processes themselves. And may those who already have such a system, find some support and useful references in their efforts to maintain and improve their system.

3.1 Scope and limitations

While the ISIRS is best described as a complete process covering not only incident data collection, but also feedback (to the organization) processes, personell training, and other organizational processes, this thesis does not go into details about these.

This would amount to evaluating several complex business processes and management areas, digging into fields far beyond information security. It is not within the scope, or time limits, of this thesis to do so. Instead we concentrate mainly on incident reporting in itself, and treat other areas, such as organizational learning, HR management etc, mostly as necessary "black boxes" in, or connected to, our ISIRS.
4 Choice of methods

Parts of this work has been coordinated with two other master’s projects at HiG. The subject of the three theses is the same, but each approach to theory, discussions, analysis and case study is individual. The collaboration was limited to choice of interview format and questions. The interview result sets are analyzed separately, but it is the aim that their commonalities enable comparison between the various cases.

This common effort supports the reuse and comparison of the results in future work on the IRS model developed by Sveen et al[5]. At the time of writing, not all three studies are completed, and no such comparison has therefore been done yet.

4.1 Literature study

The results of this thesis are based on two parts: an extensive literature review, and a short field study. The literature study was performed to discover and summarize previous work done on the various subjects. This lays the ground for our discussions on the fit of incident reporting systems into information security, and the ability of the IRS model to describe such systems. It was therefore necessary to study

- how incident reporting is used in the field of safety
- how incident reporting is used in information security
- how researchers think incident reporting should be used, in both fields
- what challenges arise when we try to map safety thinking to information security.

Since our particular case is a health care institution, literature on incident reporting in health care was also studied. This was mostly patient / medical safety related (though today the distinction from information security is not so clear).

The literature study is by far the largest source of information for this project. As the literature study expanded beyond our initial estimates for time and volume, this reduced the time available for the field study (interviews) accordingly. The consequences of this are described in our discussion of the interview process.

Literature was found through different channels. The first set of sources we studied were those cited in the paper[5] on which we founded this project, and then sources extracted from these. In addition, we relied on the library database (BibSys) and scientific publications databases available through Gjøvik University College. These included IEEEExplore, SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, The ACM digital Library and Ovid. In addition, we searched the internet databases of the British Medical Journal, Journal of the Norwegian Medical Society and Lovdata directly. The Google search engine was used as well, to acquire more information on various authors, such as possible connections to other

1Lovdata is an institution founded by the Norwegian Justice Department, for the purpose of creating and maintaining systems for legal information. Lovdata provides web access to all Norwegian laws and corresponding regulations.
authors, affiliations with institutions, clues to academic reputation, possible contact information etc. No sources to this paper were collected from Google alone, but we did find links to published articles that we had not found searching the research databases in which the articles were held (some of our search terms could have been better, in other words). On two occasions, there were exceptions to this last rule. A survey presentation was collected straight off the web, though only after researching information on the author (K. Aase) from the several of the official web-pages of the institution she was with, confirming that the presented research project existed and that the author was part of it. We feel confident that the information gathered was legitimate. The second web resource used directly was the history web site of IBM Corporation, where we gathered some details on the history of hard drive development. The information is somewhat insignificant and thus unlikely to be forged. The same information was also found on a number of other web sites, enough to convince us that it is an accepted truth that can be confirmed independently of said web page.

Generally we searched for terms like information, security, incident, event, reporting, handling, management, safety, model, modelling, System Dynamics, patient, medical, error, mishaps, near-miss, and an array of combinations thereof.

4.2 System dynamics modelling
The IRS model is based on System Dynamics, and although we perform no modelling in this project, understanding System Dynamics is essential to analyzing the model. In our discussion of the System Dynamics IRS model, we use causal loop diagrams to describe the links between various entities. These diagrams are mainly extracted from the original authors' model, using the Vensim modelling tool. For describing processes, flowcharts are a much used technique, and parts of the discussion could have been supported with these. However, since we are particularly interested in dynamic processes that employ feedback, we have kept to the notation of causal diagrams used in System Dynamics. Causal loops give very simple, easy to understand, descriptions of which entities affect others. Further descriptions of causal diagrams are given later, in the discussion on hypothesis extraction.

The project does not include creating a new model of our own, or performing simulation runs for testing of the existing model. This is outside what will fit into the scope and timeframe of the project. We base our discussions of simulation results on available literature.

4.3 Interviews
To find information on how well the model fits into existing ISIRS’, we have chosen a purely qualitative analysis, through interviews with personnel at a health care institution. An alternative would be to design a set of quantitative metrics, or questions, that could be researched to find statistics on incident response times and rates, resolution rates, or particulars about how personnel experience the ISIRS (e.g. through graded questions, 1 to 5, agreed to not agreed etc).

However, for such questions, and statistics, to provide value, they must be very clearly defined, and respondents should be in significant numbers. For instance, for statistical
analysis on a population of about 10,000, one could need a sample size of 1,000 (10 percent) to achieve necessary accuracy\cite{6}, and for smaller population, the sample proportion must be even larger. For qualitative studies (like interviews), such numbers are prohibiting. And it is argued that sample sizes for such studies need not be as large\cite{7, ch. 3}. In fact, it can be argued that statistical averages over large samples only serve to diminish the value of findings\cite{7, ch. 3}. Kvale does not go into detail about this, but we suspect that this is linked to how statistics tend to smooth out specifics. If it is the specifics you are after, then this is not a good thing.

To get a full quantitative picture of a very complex process, involving social issues, is a monumental task. It would among other things require that we quantify a range of qualitative measures, such as personnel motivation. We are, however, not looking to produce statistics or trend analyses, but rather to extract information on how the incident reporting system works for those affected. Another problem here would be that clearly defined questions are inherently exclusive. You will, at best, get the exact, "narrow" answer to your question, and risk to loose any additional information or explanations that relate to the answer.

We would rather give the respondent more freedom to express what he/she thinks is important, instead of confining him/her to our own interpretations. Thus, a qualitative research interview was considered the most fruitful method for our project. As Ragin\cite{8} puts it:

\begin{quote}
The key features common to all qualitative methods can be seen when they are contrasted with quantitative methods, Most quantitative data techniques are data condensers. They condense data in order to see the big picture. [...] Qualitative methods, by contrast, are best understood as data enhancers. When data are enhanced, it is possible to see key aspects of cases more clearly.
\end{quote}

The qualitative research interview is most commonly associated with social or humanistic sciences, rather than technological disciplines. However, since we are indeed looking at human and social aspects of the ISIRS, we find it more appropriate to employ this method. We have tried to adhere to the definitions of the qualitative interview’s main aspects as listed by Kvale\cite{7}. The list is given in the appendices. If we have managed to take these properties into account in our interviews, we should be reasonably certain that the quality of the work is withing acceptable limits.

We do recognize, however, that interviews are a demanding form of gathering data, and it requires skill on the side of the interviewer to manage this partially structured approach. Simply asking the respondent to answer freely might not be enough, the interviewer must still be able to formulate his questions, and somewhat manage the dialogue during the interview, so as to make it easier for the respondent to express what he really means. As novice interviewers, this could have an effect on what information we are able to gather.

To ensure validity and reliability of the results, we have followed guidelines from (citation: ‘Practical Research’). Note that since we are specifically gathering subjective opinions, authenticity of the results is considered more important than reproducability.
Accurately reproducing the results, from the same or other sources, might be impossible, since opinions vary with respondents and with time and context. Reliability in this context is then more concerned with internal consistency, i.e. whether the data gathered are plausible, given what we know about the people or events involved [6, chapter 13]. In reviewing the answers we got, we have not come across any reason to suspect that respondents did not answer truthfully.

4.3.1 Interview questions and respondents

We formulated a set of open questions, relating to the ten hypotheses we believed to be the most central to verifying the model's assumptions.

The interview questions were adapted to three different types of respondent. For regular staff, we asked how they perceive incident reporting and the organizations commitment to it. For security personnel, we asked the same, but also more about the actual workings of the system. For the last group, managers / policy makers, we also asked how they perceive the ISIRS, and we tried to establish what management is doing to show commitment to incident reporting, and ensure successful use of it.

The number of respondents necessary for the interviews to provide value can vary greatly with the subject. A common number for qualitative interviews is said to be 15 +/- 10 [7, chapter 3]. We initially planned to interview nine people, and regarded six as a minimum, since we would need more than one respondent of each type to protect respondents' anonymity within each group. However, we did not reach our goal of nine within the available time frame. Instead, we only interviewed three people. This forced us to make some changes to the format of the interview.

First, we ended up not dividing respondents into three groups. At the same time, we removed the interview questions that were specific to security personnel and managers. Unfortunately, this meant we did not get all the info we wanted, but we still covered most of the original points in the interviews. The biggest loss with this change is perhaps that we were unable to compare replies across functions. For instance we cannot measure whether similar issues are viewed differently by staff and management. We can, however, still compare how various staff see incident reporting, in comparison to the organization's established policies.

The initial interview protocol (or set of questions) was modified as a result of feedback from the first respondent.

Details on the interview questions and respondents are given in chapter 7.

4.4 Ethics

Multiple ethical considerations must be taken both in planning and execution of any research. Considerations vary with the type of research, and of course, the type of information one deals with. For the literature study, we have sought to use information sources

---

2There were many more hypotheses extracted from the model, but to keep within a realistic scope for a masters project, we limited our choice to ten.
that are verifiable, ie. cited by (multiple) known authors, or that are known to have been subjected to thorough scrutiny. At the least we consider whether the information given appears plausible, and can be found in other sources as well.
5 Review of previous work

Here follows a summary of information sources and current literature, we used as a basis for the thesis project. Our literature list is by no means exhaustive for the respective fields, but we hope we have covered a representative set.

Sources reviewed include ones that pertain to System Dynamics, information security, incident reporting and safety science. Sources specific to the health care sector are also included.

5.1 System Dynamics modelling

The basis for the thesis assignment is [5], a paper that initially addresses "secure knowledge management" in general. The paper lists some of the influences on secure knowledge management programs. It also presents a causal model and simulation study of how information sharing is influenced (by many factors). The presented model is the generic example that forms the basis for this thesis project.

The incident reporting system is seen as a form of secure knowledge management system, bearing similarities in purpose and what influences they are under. The term "incident reporting system" is perhaps too narrow, since the modeled system also considers how the organisation learns from incidents, and the effects this learning has on incident occurrence.

Key points here include: The authors describe what they term a duality in secure knowledge management: (1) the securing of knowledge and (2) the management of security knowledge. (1) is traditionally the motivation behind security efforts, but as is pointed out, (2) is important in learning from past experiences and building security consciousness in an organisation. Incidentally, an information security incident reporting system would fill a role in both (1) and (2), as it would not only help manage information about security incidents, but also contain (and need to secure) an amount of sensitive information itself.

Through simulations (based on the model), [5] shows how an incident reporting system could strongly affect incident occurrence under the right conditions. Sveen and others have also created a newer version of the model, targeted at information security[9]. This work was published after we started our own work, and we refer to, but have not based this project on that version of the model.

With origins at least back to the late 1950's[10], System Dynamics is a methodology for studying complex systems as a collection of feedback relationships. By modelling the structure of a system, and how critical parts of it reciprocally affect each other over time, one can identify systemic causes to (emergent) problems, and accordingly suggest improvement to the structure of the system[11]. By focusing on a system's structure rather than every part and detail, one hopes to be able to grasp problems at their (systemic) root, rather than at a more superficial, or symptomatic level. System dynamics has developed into a powerful analysis tool, and the field is still evolving. Over time, various generic structures (i.e. templates) have been built, that identify common architectural
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concepts. For the kind of model we discuss in this thesis, we limit ourselves to the type termed "system archetypes". From their origin around 1990, system archetypes have been developed by many, both for general system dynamic modelling, as well as specific fields. We have looked to [13, 14, 15] for a lot of our background information.

A notable contribution was made by Wolstenholme [13, 15], who showed that all of these archetypes could be described in terms of four generic archetypes. These archetypes each described a common problem, and Wolstenholme created a corresponding solution for each of them. Look to chapter 6 for a description of causal loops, and an example of a basic problem archetype.

Having these generic structures to look to makes it easier to extract insights from models, and to identify solutions to problems. If you can look at a complex model, and identify it as corresponding to a known archetype, you immediately know something about how that model behaves, and why. This helps to show how your model might be simplified, or perhaps how a particular problem can be solved, since for each archetypal problem, Wolstenholme already presented a solution.

The two cited works by Wolstenholme also points to the importance of recognizing how organisational boundaries affect behaviour of an organisation (or system). Eloquently put, "they exist - and cannot be ignored" [13, p. 343].

In [14], Marais and Leveson propose how system archetypes can be use to model organisations in accident analysis, including a discussion on incident reporting. The paper provides good examples on how systems fail through unintended consequences of poor safety design, and on how fixing symptoms only serves to hide root causes.

Rich and Gonzalez [16], Gonzalez et al. [17] and Gonzales [18, 19] demonstrate how System Dynamics models can serve as aids in improving safety or information security. Of particular interest is the lesson that

"Though little hard data was available, the participants' knowledge of [...] their environment was sufficient for credible [...] causal modeling", [17].

In other words, they didn't need accurate measurements and analyses, it came down to participants' (qualitative) understanding.

5.2 Incident reporting and safety science

Incident reporting (IR) is core to traditional safety science. However, according to a recent study by Nielsen et. al [20], empirical evidence of the effectiveness of IR is hard to come by. Most sources found through the work in that study were unscientific or anecdotal, not useful for drawing scientific conclusions. Nielsen et al. studied the implementation of IR systems at two metal production plants in Denmark. The study was not conclusive on whether IR is actually effective, but did suggest an inverse relationship between the number of reported events (smaller incidents and near misses) and the number of serious incidents occured, in accordance with the findings in [21]. Kjellén [22] also cites several sources that support this. These findings are also in accordance with a very old, and apparently debated, theory that (according to Nielsen et al.) has yet to be proven. They refer to the work of H. W. Heinrich, dating back to 1931. The sources

1Generic structures have been developed by many, but Senge seems to be the one usually referred to when the origin of the "system archetype" concept is mentioned.
we have examined cite several editions of Heinrichs work. The latest we know of is from 1959[23]. Heinrich is by many considered the “founding father” of safety science. His hypothesis was that “minor” and “major” incidents have the same underlying causes (Johnson [24] also builds on this idea).

Underreporting of incidents and events is naturally the first big obstacle that must be tackled in IR. An incident reporting system without incidents, or a statistic with flawed data is useless. The general idea is to encourage the reporting of all incidents, no matter how mundane or insignificant they may seem. At the same time one must make sure that the person who files the report is not punished for doing so, even if reporting has drawn negative attention to the person or organization (5, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27 are sample proponents of this view).

Underreporting is also cited as a major factor in [28], which presents arguments for analyzing incident reports to identify accident precursors. Fear of repercussions are highlighted as a major contributor to underreporting.

In Cooke[29] and Cooke and Rohleder[27] one suggests discarding the view that disasters (like any incidents) are inevitable in complex systems, replacing it with the view that a “high-reliability” organization has properties or mechanisms that make disasters preventable. This is not to say that all incidents are preventable. On the contrary, they focus on learning from (minor) precursor events that will inevitably occur, at least occasionally, in order to avoid major events (disasters). The path to high-reliability safety performance, they say, goes through “incident learning systems”, i.e. the organisation-wide, systematic collection and extraction of information (lessons) from incidents, as opposed to the limited, “local” learning achieved from each singular incident. This would enable an organisation to, for example, recognize the occurrence of (more or less) the same incident in different locations, or at different times. The authors present a model for an incident learning system, based on viewing incidents as an output of the business[29], much the same way as any regular product, and subsequently handling them in a “continuous improvement cycle”, principally in the same way one would handle a regular product quality issue. An important point in the process is “incident recall”: to not just implement corrective actions specific to an incident, but analyzing past incidents to discover failure modes yet unknown, thus performing proactive incident management.

Johnson [24] has written an impressive and enlightening book on using incident reporting for managing safety. Only a few chapters were reviewed in any depth, the book’s size precluded a complete review in the available time. Johnson points out that “The higher frequency of less critical mishaps and near-miss events also supports statistical analysis that cannot reliably be performed on relatively infrequent accidents”, [24], p. 21]

Johnson present a series of arguments for doing incident reporting, and of the more interesting is that incident reporting not only helps discover what fails, but can also help discover what works (i.e. why did this incident not escalate to something worse?). This provides valuable feedback on existing safety or security mechanisms. Johnson also

---

2Punishing willful, malicious action leading to the incident is, of course, another matter.
3We restricted ourselves to chapters 1, 2, 4 and 5, parts of chapters 6, 8 and 10, and chapters 13 and 16
argues that IR is cheaper than accidents [24 p. 22]. Throughout his book, Johnson also presents a thorough discussion, with examples, on the pitfalls that threaten effective incident reporting systems, particularly dealing with how to encourage contributions to the IR system. These problems include anonymity, legal issues, and placing of blame (“proportionate blame”). An interesting example given is how some workers (pilots), counterintuitively are more likely to report incidents, despite the fact that they might have a lot to loose (pp. 36-38).

Another seminal work, published recently, is that of Wallace and Ross [30], who practically pick todays safety science practices to pieces, and argue for a change in which psychological, philosophical and scientific methods and theories are employed in safety science. Specifically they criticise how reporting systems and investigation efforts are mainly launched from the wrong starting point[30 p. 60]. There is also a chapter on Systems Theory and how viewing systems as dynamic feedback mechanisms (which is what System Dynamics does) could be a path to follow. They also discuss how our perception of error is somewhat skewed[30 ch. 5]. We tend to treat error as something unconditionally bad, however trial and error is an integral part of learning. Ironically, without errors, we cannot learn to prevent them. Others, for instance Marais and Leveson [14], make practically the same point, showing that an error-free environment itself could create a higher risk for error.

Sonnemanns et al [31] paints a disturbing picture from the Dutch chemical industry, where they argue that all of the accidents they analyzed could have been predicted. The failure to do so was, in part, that organizations did not take into account the effects of, for instance, organizational changes. Accordingly, the right factors and information were not analyzed in their efforts to reduce accidents, even though the necessary precursor information was on the table. Sonnemanns et al. also promotes the view that events can/will lead to incidents, similarly to [5, 28].

Another somewhat worrisome result was produced in a transportation safety study by Chapman and Underwood[32]. Drivers asked to recall all near-accidents (and accidents) they were involved in, over the past 14 days, only remembered an estimated 20% of the events. This was in comparison to a group that was asked to record every event, on tape, immediately after it took place. This even happened for quite serious events.

5.3 Incident reporting and information security

As we move to information security, we see how other authors have previously drawn on safety research as a basis for developing information security practices. We have already mentioned Sveen et al [5]. Related to this is the System Dynamics work by Gonzales et al [17] and Gonzales [18, 19].

There is, however, not too much literature to be found on employing a whole incident reporting process, like the one we discuss in this project. There is a lot of standardization, regulation, audit and information assurance requirements etc, for example [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39], but these mostly present general demands (“some control process must exist”), or they deal only with specific ares / measures for information
security. For instance, the Personal Data Regulations\cite{38} demands that all accesses to personal data be logged, that \textit{security measures shall prevent unauthorized use of [...] information}, and that \textit{attempts to make unauthorized use of the information system shall be registered}\cite{37}, but says little of the process surrounding this.

Work on building an actual process is scarce (which is what spawned this project in the first place).

In \cite{40}, Stoneburner discusses unifying risk taxonomies from both safety and security, to improve the coupling of the two related fields. The article shows good example of how the differences between the two fields can be merged.

But even if we can reuse concepts and thinking from safety science, that only aids us so far. Information security, insofar as it these days to an extent equals computer security, will still be faced with challenges that threaten to void IR usefulness. For instance, incident reporting will typically be handled and followed up by a computer security incident response team (CSIRT) of some type \cite{41}. Wiik et al\cite{42} describe how an overworked CSIRT, trapped in "firefighting mode", will likely not be able to extract lessons or necessary output from incidents to be fed back into the organization for learning and prevention. With incident and vulnerability reports on the rise \cite{18}, the danger of this happening is increasing.

5.4 Incident reporting in the health care sector

Looking to the health care sector, we find that analyzing incidents (which necessitates reporting) is common practice, and advocated by many. It is also a field riddled with challenges. A student paper from Bergen University in Norway \cite{43}, explores medical treatment errors and reporting culture at a particular hospital, and discusses the need for good reporting culture to learn from and avoid future errors. The paper projects that in Norway as many as 1600 deaths every year are caused by medical errors.

Vincent\cite{44} and Sari et al\cite{45} argue that reporting systems are generally not adequate, and also points to problems of severe underreporting. Both papers argue that retrospective case reviews are much more effective for discovering errors, than what incident reporting systems are.

\cite{46} supports the view that little is to be gained from vast incident reporting, and suggests that since we already know there is a problem, further incident reporting is unnecessary, and efforts should be concentrated on improving quality instead.

A norwegian health issues tv-show\cite{47} (NOTE: Better reference to be added) discussed the frequency of medical errors in norwegian health care institutions, and presented arguments that most errors had systemic causes. Still, staff were unwilling to report them, out of fear of repercussions.

Fears of repercussions and shaming are quoted as key factors for underreporting also by \cite{28}. Person-oriented "blame culture" is frequently listed as a problem, like in \cite{48, 49}. Some also point to the lack of feedback as demotivating for reporting, for instance \cite{50}.

A recent survey by Kommunalansattes Fellesorganisasjon, a Norwegian union for public services employees, reveals that 86 percent of health care professionals say it is com-
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mon to access patient records beyond what is necessary for patients’ treatment [51]. Recent audits of electronic patient journal systems at three Norwegian hospitals, have also revealed that access control and audit mechanism in these systems are lacking, and sometimes not at all present [52] [53] [54]. One of the hospitals was in 2005, after a previous audit, required to correct several problems with access to patient information. The recent audit revealed that some of these issues were resolved, some were resolved but quickly introduced again, and other were never addressed [52].

In addition to the various systems used in day-to-day patient care, there is also a large number of general and speciality health registers that hold data about many different aspects of people’s health [55]. It is no bold assumption that most or all of these exist in some electronic form today. One issue here is the use of the unique personal identification number, which is widespread in such registers. Information spread throughout many different registers can potentially be linked to the same person, even though each source might only hold a few details.

On a positive note, efforts are under way in Norway for bettering the standards of health information systems, for instance through KITH [5], a government owned company that performs IT-standardisation, and IT-contracting, for the health and social services sector (e.g. [56]). Legislation and central regulations have also increased in their requirements on information security, in line with the increase in use of IT, for the health care sector [35] [57] [38] [37] [58].

In a health care case study, Amoore and Ingram [59] suggest a feedback note, highlighting positive actions taken by the people involved, as a tool for learning from incidents. This was apparently an effective way of increasing organizational learning as a result of incident reporting and investigation. The article refers to a study on incidents involving medical equipment, in an environment where the tradition evidently was to end investigations after discovering only the immediate causes of the incidents. The feedback note contained information on the incident, what happened, what kind of device was involved, which possible causes were found, but most importantly, which actions by staff helped minimize effects of the incident. By focusing on positive actions, it helped put a positive ring to the feedback that went to the staff, making it easier to give such feedback, and correspondingly inviting investigating staff to look past these causes, and highlight good practices that were used, or could be implemented, to reduce risk of adverse events.

---

4 Some issues were not addressed pending replacement of the journalling system itself. That a system of such poor quality could have been implemented and used at all, is perhaps an argument in itself for a stronger effort in incident reporting.

5 Kompetansesenter for IT i Helse- og Sosialsektoren, http://www.kith.no/
6 The IRS Model

We now turn to the System Dynamics model of Sveen et al [5], and the hypotheses that were extracted from breaking the model down into its basic parts. We first give an introduction to causal loop diagrams, which is what the model diagram is made up of.

6.1 Causal loop diagrams

The model is shown using causal loop diagrams, a simple construct showing how various entities affect each other. Causal relationships are described in terms of variables positively or negatively affecting others. Variable X positively affects Variable Y when an increase in X leads to an increase in Y, and a decrease in X leads to a decrease in Y. Variable X negatively affects Variable Y when an increase in X leads to a decrease in Y, and correspondingly, a decrease in X leads to an increase in Y.

In it's simplest form, a causal loop diagram (figure 1) has two entities which both affect each other (otherwise it would not be a loop).

We borrow basic examples from Wolstenholme [15] to show how these loops work. A simple causal loop is shown in figure 1:

![Figure 1: Basic causal diagram](image)

However, for any (intended) action, there could be one or more unintended reactions in the system or organisation. This can be shown by adding the reaction to the diagram, and linking it with the outcome, as in figure 2. Such unintended consequences are often hidden behind organisational boundaries, which is why these are so important to identify [15].

In figure 2, the loop marked I shows the intended outcome loop, while U marks the unintended result loop. This kind of combination of two loops forms the basic building block of Wolstenholme’s system archetypes.

Figure 3 shows a specific situation that can be modelled like this.

When the effort in “Sales” increase, so do the number of “Orders”. The increased volume, creates more income to boost sales efforts (and so does the reputation of a successful product). The two variables, “Sales” and “Orders” positively affect each other, denoted by the plus-signs next to the arrowheads on the links [11]. The plus signs show what is called the polarity of the links. Since this is an "ever-increasing" loop, we term
it a *reinforcing* feedback loop, denoted by the R and the directional loop drawn in the middle.

However, with the steady increase in orders, eventually production capacity is overloaded, and the time before ordered items can be produced starts to increase. This, in turn, limits (*negatively affects*) the number of orders effectuated, as shown in the right half of figure 3.

What happens here is that the negative impact (note the minus-sign on the arrow) of "Lead Time" on "Orders" is balanced against the increase that "Orders" causes in "Lead Time". This second half of the causal diagram therefore constitutes a *balancing* feedback loop, denoted by the B. In sum, this balancing loop holds back, or cancels, the increase caused by "Sales". The sales department somehow didn’t see how their effort (for instance a sales campaign) had an effect on manufacturing, and that this would impact sales again. Somehow, there is an organisational boundary between the two departments.
This particular situation is known as an underachievement archetype (figure 4). The expected performance of the reinforcing loop is not seen, because the unintended, balancing loop holds it back. The solution to this problem lies in using some of the intended effort to counter the unintended reaction. Typically, the reaction is caused by a resource constraint somewhere in the system (which we added to figure 4), and so the solution is to unblock this constraint (figure 5).

Figure 5: Underachievement solution archetype

For our sales example, the specific solution could be to use some of the sales effort, eg. a sales forecast, to adjust manufacturing capabilities to keep up with the sales volume[15, p. 15] (figure 6).

Figure 6: Sales Problem Solution

These were some general ideas of causal loops and archetypes. When using such models for simulation, different weights and calculations are assigned to each of the entities/variables in the diagram, and therefore the power of each loop can vary, and the balancing loop might not be high enough to restrain the reinforcing loop. The finer points of this is not an issue for us at the moment, as we are not performing simulations.

The final piece of knowledge we need before continuing is that, as can be seen in the preceding diagrams, when we have an odd number of negative (-) polarities in a loop, we get a balancing loop. Accordingly, with an even number of negative polarities we get a
reinforcing loop (one could say that with every two minuses their overall negative effect "cancels out").

6.2 Background on the IRS model

The concept behind the ISIRS is thoroughly described in [5], and we will try not to repeat too much of it here. Instead we give a brief description of the model and its purpose, and then move on to splitting up the model into its various parts.

As mentioned before, [5] initially addresses "secure knowledge management" in general. The paper lists some of the influences on secure knowledge management programs. "Secure knowledge management", here referring both to secure management of knowledge/information, and to management of security knowledge. That is, we are talking about secure information (a general goal for the organisation) and security information (i.e. the information that the ISIRS processes).

Securing information is generally regarded as very important, but in all environments resources are limited, and it is hard to predict just how much it is worth to spend on securing information. Furthermore, information sharing, as incident reporting really is, can be difficult to achieve in many organisations. This can be for competitive reasons, or from fear of losing face because of a disclosure. It could also be because of a lack in resources, or a lacking awareness of the importance of collecting security knowledge to battle security problems. [5, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27] all discuss reasons for why organisations experience reluctance to reporting.

The IRS model was based on cases from several industries, and was built to identify in what way many of the mentioned problem factors influence each other, in order to find how the problems can be overcome. An effective, well working, reporting system is after all key if organisations are to consider it worth the investment. The authors suspected that there was a common structure to incident reporting in all the cases, since they all seemed to exhibit the same problem behaviour. This would make System Dynamics modelling ideal for tackling the problems.

Having created a model, simulation runs with varying parameters were done to simulate the incident reporting system’s behaviour under different conditions. Sveen et al [5] showed that under the right conditions, incident reporting could significantly improve (i.e. reduce) incident occurrence. They found vast differences in behaviour depending on conditions, with recriminations against reporters, and lack of resources to follow up on reports, seemingly being the most detrimental factors.

We will now look closer at the model itself, and return to the model’s behaviour in the discussion on whether it is fit for information security incident reporting.

6.3 Details of the IRS model

The starting point of the model is that there is a certain amount of events and incidents occuring in the organisation. In the diagram (figure 7) it is represented by the "Base Event Occurrence Rate", and the "Event Occurrence Rate". The model does not concern itself with how or where events and incidents come into being. Therefore the only re-
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Figure 7: The IRS model
leationship modelled in this respect is "Base Event Occurrence Rate" and the potential for incidents created by occurrence of events. Of all events taking place, some eventually become incidents if they are not mitigated (it is assumed). Event and incident occurrences lead to a certain number of events and incidents being detected and reported. From there on, all the various aspects of the model spread out.

6.4 Links
We start by looking at each link in the model, considering a statement about the model's behaviour. Many are trivial, some deserve a more thorough discussion. The numbers in figure 7 refer to each statement below. Note that most of the descriptions apply to events and incidents alike, but for simplicity we only use the term events here, unless where there are explicit differences. Also, the terms "evaluate" and "investigate" are used interchangeably. Both expressions were used in the IRS model creators' paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Affects</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event Occurrence Rate</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Incident Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Occurrence Rate</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Detected Events &amp; Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Rate</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Detected Events &amp; Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detected Events &amp; Incidents</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Event &amp; Incident Reporting Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event &amp; Incident Reporting Rate</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Reported Events &amp; Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Events &amp; Incidents</td>
<td>negatively affects</td>
<td>Quality of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Events &amp; Incidents</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Recriminations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Events &amp; Incidents</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources for Event Investigation</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Quality of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluated Events/Incidents</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Investigation</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Event Occurrence Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>negatively affects</td>
<td>Incident Occurrence Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Detected Events &amp; Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluated Events/Incidents</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Motivation to Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Motivation to Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy for rewarding reporters</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td>Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recriminations</td>
<td>negatively affects</td>
<td>Recriminations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy for reducing Recriminations</td>
<td>negatively affects</td>
<td>Event &amp; Incident Reporting Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to Report</td>
<td>positively affects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Textual representation of model's causal links

Statement 1  Event Occurrence Rate positively affects Incident Rate

Increase in number events (i.e. near-misses) leads to increase in number of incidents. This is based on the assumption that events and incidents have the same underlying causes, or even that an event can be a direct precursor to an incident. Correlations between the numbers of events and incidents have been shown in safety research, though some evidence to the contrary have also been published (see for instance [24, ch. 2]). It is not given that this will be true for information security. For instance, Johnson points to evidence that this causal relationship exists for some types of events more than others.

Statement 2  Event Occurrence Rate positively affects Detected Events & Incidents
and

**Statement 3** *Incident Rate positively affects Detected Events & Incidents*

As the number of occurring events rise, so does the number of detected events. This only presupposes that the probability of detection is non-zero, or that the organisation is at all capable of detection. It should be safe to make this assumption, and we will not elaborate on this.

**Statement 4** *Detected Events & Incidents positively affects Event & Incident Report Rate*

As events are detected, someone will report some of them, thus influencing the reporting rate. According to the model's creator, the rate is defined as reports per time\(^1\). That is, more events detected in a given amount of time will increase the rate. The rate of detected incidents that are actually reported is not considered here.

**Statement 5** *Event & Incident Reporting Rate positively affects Reported Events & Incidents*

The assumption is that as more of the detected events are reported, the number of reports increases. This is a rather safe assumption.

**Statement 6** *Reported Events & Incidents negatively affects Quality of Investigation*

Unless resources available for handling reports are infinite, then as the number or reports increases, there will inevitably be less handling resources available per report. Ultimately, the resources could be exhausted, or at least "outpaced", so that reports will come in faster than they can be handled. Either way, this lowers the quality of the report handling. This effect is supported by both common sense, and for instance literature on CSIRT performance\([42]\).

**Statement 7** *Reported Events & Incidents positively affects Evaluated Events/Incidents*

As more events are reported, more will be handled, thus increasing the number of evaluated events. The true effect of this is, of course, dependent on that there are resources available to do the handling/investigation.

The double line on this particular arrow denotes a time delay, indicating that there is a (notable) passage of time before the change in one factor affects the other. In this particular case, it shows that from a report is filed, there is a delay before the investigation result is available. One can imagine many other possible, variable delays between model factors, but to avoid complicating the drawing, these are not inserted. We assume this one was left since it is noticeably present in all cases.

**Statement 8** *Reported Events & Incidents positively affects Recriminations*

\(^1\)personal communication with F.O.Sveen
Given that reporting of adverse events is punished, then an increase in number of reported events would also give an increase in number of recriminations against reporters.

**Statement 9** Reported Events & Incidents positively affects Incentives

Similar to statement 8 if we assume that there is a culture for rewarding those who report events, then the number of rewards would increase with the number of reports.

**Statement 10** Resources for Event Investigation positively affects Quality of Investigation

Corresponding to statement 6 if we add more resources for investigation, this should increase the quality of investigation. (Assuming that these resources are put to good use)

**Statement 11** Evaluated Events/Incidents positively affects Awareness

Each evaluated event or report adds to the total knowledge of the organisation. The increased knowledge should lead to heightened awareness, but this is under an assumption that the knowledge is somehow spread to those who can subsequently detect events. I.e. the knowledge must not be "filed and forgotten" by the event handlers, but rather fed back into some organisational learning system.

**Statement 12** Quality of Investigation positively affects Awareness

Higher quality investigations will provide more and/or better insight into the causes of events. This should improve the quality of the information incorporated into the organisational learning. If personnel is equipped with more accurate information on events and their causes, they should be better prepared to spot them.

**Statement 13** Awareness negatively affects Event Occurrence Rate

and

**Statement 14** Awareness negatively affects Incident Occurrence Rate

As awareness increases, the number of events caused by mistakes and errors should decrease. Heightened awareness should also lead to higher quality in preparations of regulations, procedures, specifications etc, thus helping to remove old flaws that could cause future events. We dare speculate that for these events, if this effect is not seen, it would be a sign that there are deeply rooted systemic causes to the events, rather than human errors.

At the same time, since many events in information security are deliberate attacks, the effect of awareness could be inherently limited. We can imagine, however, that the effect would be greatest on events caused by insiders (who would know their co-workers are more aware), than on events of external origin (ie. hacker attacks via the Internet). It seems then, that awareness would have a different effect depending on where an event originates.
**Statement 15** *Awareness positively affects Detected Events & Incidents*

Heightened awareness would, naturally, make personnel better detectors of adverse situations.

**Statement 16** *Evaluated Events/Incidents positively affects Motivation to Report*

A significant motivational factor for reporting is that reporters see the usefulness of their effort. They must therefore be "kept in the loop," and receive feedback on how the event is handled, and the lessons learned from it. This comes in addition to the feedback to the organisation in general (statement 11).

**Statement 17** *Incentives positively affects Motivation to Report*

If people are rewarded for reporting, this should increase their willingness to report. Note though, that incentives could introduce bias in the reporting. It could, for instance, lead to reporting of issues that are of no relevance or interest, merely because the reporter wants to cash in a reward. This could affect both the organisation's event statistics, and consume resources better spent on handling more important events.

**Statement 18** *Policy for rewarding reporters positively affects Incentives*

and

**Statement 19** *Policy for reducing Recriminations negatively affects Recriminations*

These should need no elaboration.

**Statement 20** *Recriminations negatively affects Motivation to Report*

People are not likely to do anything they will be punished for. Recriminations can therefore quickly cancel the effects of personnel's willingness to report, whether this comes from rewards or just their sense of duty (or morals, for that matter). As with rewards, recriminations can lead to reporting bias. It is inherent in the idea of recriminations that reporters 1. Can get punished for the error they might have made that led to the event, or 2. Can get punished for "blowing the whistle" on something the organisation (or co-workers) would rather not bring to light. In either case, one can expect that the more serious the event, the stronger the repercussions. This could lead to underreporting of serious events. The most dangerous of recriminations are those that are not official, policy mandated actions, but hidden punishments from colleagues or managers who might, for instance, hold a grudge against what is felt to be a disloyal member of the organisation.

**Statement 21** *Motivation to Report positively affects Event & Incident Reporting Rate*

As personnel are more motivated to report, one should see an increase in reported events. This builds on the assumption that there is underreporting in the organisation, i.e. that some detected events go unreported.
6.5 Loops

We now turn to the causal loops of the model, which are the main structures that make up the model. The loops are combinations of elements/variables from the model. Each loop in itself represents a hypothesis or statement about the system’s behaviour. The loops have been drawn in separate diagrams, and have been reshaped a little, to save some space. They are thus shaped slightly different than if you lifted them straight out of the original model, however the link numbers remain the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Learning from Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Learning from Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Recriminations dissuade reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>Overworked Investigators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Keeping staff in the loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Awareness breeds Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Lotteries and trinket giveaways</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Textual description of model’s causal loops

![Figure 8: Loop B1: Learning from Events](image)

**Statement 22. Learning from events reduces future events (and incidents)**

(Loop B1, figure 8) As events occur, at a certain pace (Event Occurrence Rate), a certain number of them will be detected and reported. As the number of reports increase, so (over time) does the number of investigated events. The knowledge gained increases awareness in the organisation, which in turn reduces event occurrence, thereby creating a balancing loop. In the IRS model, fewer events also lead to fewer incidents. For simplicity, this link between loop B1 and B2 is not shown here. See Loop B2.
Statement 23  *Learning from incidents reduces future incidents.*

(Loop B2, figure 9) As incidents occur, at a certain pace (Incident Occurrence Rate), a certain number of them will be detected and reported. As the number of reports increase, so (over time) does the number of investigated incidents. The knowledge gained increases awareness in the organisation, which in turn reduces incident occurrence, thereby creating a balancing loop. This loop is also affected by the Event Occurrence Rate (Statement 1).

Statement 24  *Recriminations dissuade reporting*
(Loop B3, figure 10) As a report is filed, the reporter is punished. This makes the reporter less likely to report in the future, thus lowering the reporting rate. This would likely have a deterring effect on other reporters, as well. See Statement 20. The loop can be affected by measures to reduce recriminations itself.

Figure 11: Loop B4: Overworked Investigators

Statement 25  
Insufficient investigation resources reduces reporting

(Loop B4, figure 11) This balanced loop creates a real effect on the reporting system, but maybe not the effect that is intended or expected in the model design. Let's trace the loop: Available resources directly affects the Quality of Investigation. Quality positively affects Awareness, which has an effect on the number of Detected Events & Incidents. As the number of subsequent reports increase, investigation resources are exhausted. This balances the loop, since when quality deteriorates, so does Awareness, and with it the detection capability. However, the effect of inadequate resources described with the presentation of the model in [5], is not quite the same. This turns out to be because of a difference between the simulation model and the causal model. Here is how [5] describe the scenario where "Limited resources" is simulated:

"Scenario 'Limited Resources' has fewer resources assigned to investigation than what is actually needed to investigate, causing an accumulation of unanalyzed incidents.

But it seems, when we read [5], that the (justifiably) expected effect was that the quality of investigation directly affected the information fed back to reporters (as through

---

2That is, they rise and fall together

3This was discussed and resolved in personal communications with F.O. Sveen.
loop R1), thereby affecting reporter’s motivation. This is not the case in the drawing presented. In the causal loop diagram, any effect on motivation comes from the fluctuations in the *number* of investigated reports, which sinks with reporting quality. This means that other factors affecting the number of reports, would have exactly the same effect on motivation. And so, the statement displayed in loop B4 would be that overworked investigators (insufficient resources) lead to a reduction in reporting *through less awareness in the organisation*, and not through a lack of motivation. The latter is merely a side effect.

To simulate any specific effect from inadequate resources, "Resources for Event Investigation" must directly affect "Evaluated and Disseminated Events & Incidents", or some other factor in loop R1. We spent a lot of time trying to understand how to deal with this problem. However, the IRS Model’s creator, F. O. Sveen later explained that in the *simulation model* they have accounted for this. The causal loop diagram is slightly simplified, and that created this inaccuracy, which is merely an oversight. A more recent model by Sveen et al.[9], building on [5], has incorporated this kind of connection in the causal loop diagram, too.

Inherent in the loop is also the assumption that as resource contention increases all events will still be investigated at the same speed, only at lower quality. This assumption is also made in [9]. However in reality there would likely be significant delays in investigation, and events might well go uninvestigated. At a glance, this seems to have more or less the same effect, but it remains to be shown.

![Causal Loop Diagram](image)

**Figure 12: Loop R1: Keeping Staff in the Loop**

**Statement 26** *Keeping staff in the loop improves motivation*

(Loop R1, figure[12] As events and incidents are investigated, information about the results are fed back to reporters, and the organisation. As staff sees that the effort of reporting is fruitful, motivation to report increases, thus leading to further increase in reporting.
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Statement 27  *Awareness breeds awareness (Safety Culture)*

(Loop R2, figure 13) We see that detected events lead to more reports, the investigations of which adds to the organisation’s learning and knowledge. More knowledgeable, the organisation’s awareness increases, further increasing its detection capability.

Statement 28  *Incentives improve motivation to report*

(Loop R3, figure 14) As noted under 17, if people are rewarded for reporting, the become more willing to report. Though initially beneficial, an unbalanced incentives
programme could introduce biases in reporting. This is especially dangerous if combined
with a culture of recriminations, in which serious events are likely to be underreported,
something that would strengthen the bias towards reporting of less serious events.

6.6 Selecting hypotheses for closer scrutiny

After breaking down the model into statements, we joined forces with the other two
aforementioned master’s projects. With help from Finn Olav Sveen, who collected all
three sets of model statements, a common superset was created. A simple vote (between
all three students) on the 10 most important hypotheses to explore further, decided which
direction we were to go in for the interviews. These 10 hypotheses were then rephrased
and worded more generally, to suit all three projects, and be more easy to adapt into
interview questions.

The resulting set of hypotheses we wanted to confirm or refute was:

**Hypothesis 1** Feedback to reporting staff and other relevant staff is necessary to motivate
for reporting in the future. If staff does not see that their reports are helpful and are taken
seriously they will not report in the future.

**Hypothesis 2** Unclear guidelines and other insecurities regarding reporting of security events
and incidents lead to sub-optimal reporting and thus sub-optimal learning. I.e. if staff do
not know what to report, whom to report it to and how to report it, the organisation will
not learn effectively.

**Hypothesis 3** Lessons learned from investigations of incidents enable the organisation to
raise awareness of security and put in place technical and organisational countermeasures
that are effective in reducing future vulnerability. I.e. repetition of previous incidents and
events should be reduced, attackers will be deterred from attacking and unintended security
lapses, e.g. misplaced laptops, will be less likely to occur. Furthermore, attacks and uninten-
tended security breaches are detected and mitigated before they can cause substantial harm.
In other words events do not escalate to attacks.

**Hypothesis 4** Lessons learned from incident and event reports depend on the quality of
investigation of reports. If work pressure is high; quality of investigations goes down as in-
vestigators cut corners to reach over all the work. Investigators prioritize the most important
reports if resources are low, but even if investigators prioritize reports, less important reports
still steal time and negatively impacts overall quality.

**Hypothesis 5** Reports may be accompanied by recriminations such as disciplinary action,
isolation by colleagues and so forth.

**Hypothesis 6** Incentives are rendered ineffective in the presence of strong recriminations.
I.e. they may lead to a bias in reporting towards "low-recrimination" incidents or towards
no reporting at all.

**Hypothesis 7** Events and incidents have similar causes.

**Hypothesis 8** Near-miss (event) reporting is useful within information security.
Hypothesis 9  *Top management support is crucial for the success of an information security reporting system.*

Hypothesis 10  *Staff will not comply with a reporting policy if they do not have time and competence, or see reporting as not useful.*

The next step was to create an interview protocol, or guide, to help us gather information to support or refute these hypotheses. We describe this in the next chapter.
7 Interviews / Case study

7.1 A change in conditions
As mentioned initially, the literature study part of this project turned out to be significantly larger than expected. This was in part, we have to admit, due to an initial underestimation of the scope, but also because we discovered new sources along the way, that we felt contained important insights, and deserved some attention. As a result, the interview part of the project was started later than planned. Unfortunately, in the very busy environment of the hospital we have visited, finding possible respondents, that were available in the remaining time, proved difficult. As a result, our initial goal of nine respondents was reduced to three. As described in chapter 4, we therefore changed the interview protocol so that all three respondents were asked the same questions. In our description of the interview questions below, we show which information was not collected as a result of this change.

7.2 Creating interview questions
After studying the IRS Model, and formulating hypotheses about its behaviour (chapter 6), we subjected the ten hypotheses to a similar treatment as the statements that led to them. Each of the three master’s student’s wrote a proposed set of interview questions. The questions were discussed among the three, and with F. O. Sveen. Each proposal was then sent to Sveen, who merged them into one common set. Comments on the interview protocol were also sought from Eliot Rich\(^1\) who has extensive experience in this kind of work.

Initially, the questions were set up in three similar, but slightly different groups, for different types of respondents. In practice only the “regular staff” set of questions was used. For comparison, the full set of interview questions is shown in the appendices.

We now turn to the description of each selected question:

**Question 1** Does your organization have an information security incident reporting policy?
   a. How were you made aware of this policy? (Training, written communication, at time of employment, etc.)

This question tells us something about what the interviewed person knows about the subject. Also it provides some information on to which extent there is a (mis)match between the information needs and actions in the organisation, and the actual information received and digested by staff. Pertains largely to Hypothesis 2, but also 1 and 10.

**Question 2** Have you received any form of guidelines, information or training in the use of the incident reporting system, how to recognize an incident and what to report?
   a. If so, to what extent?

\(^1\)Assistant Professor in Dept. of Information Technology, University of Albany
This question has much the same basis as the previous, only with more focus on the reporting system, not just policy. With both questions, we want to obtain information that point to how much information staff members received, and actually picked up. We cannot from these questions alone determine how much information was "pushed" out to staff, since we are only asking what staff know (remember) that they have received. For information on what was actually, or supposed to be, delivered, we rely on communications with the hospital's IT-security manager and policies and guidelines made available to us. Discrepancies here could also be indicative of a non-functioning system, and to lack of managerial follow-up and implementation at least on lower levels in the organisation.

The following four questions were included to find out how the system appears to be working, from the staff's perspective. Particularly, we are interested in seeing to what extent information from the system is fed back into the organisation, and how this has affected information security and policies. The questions pertain mostly to hypotheses 1 and 3.

**Question 3** Is information about incidents that have occurred within the organization regularly made available to you?
   a. If so, in what way?

**Question 4** Please describe an incident that you, or a colleague, reported. How was the report followed up? What kind of feedback did you receive after you reported?

**Question 5** Has information security improved after the introduction of a formal incident reporting process?
   a. Why/ Why not?

**Question 6** Do you know if policy has been changed as a result of incident reports?

Turning to reporting culture, we would like to see how the use of the reporting system, and the enforcement of policies affects reporting. We hypothesise that incentives and recriminations have major effects on reporting, and would like to see how this matches staff's perceived reality. The following questions pertain to hypotheses 1, 5, 6, 8 (in part), and 10. We also ask specifically about top management commitment (hypothesis 9).

**Question 7** Please describe the reporting culture in your organization. Why is the reporting culture as it is?

**Question 8** Have you or any of your colleagues been subjected to disciplinary action after you or any of your colleagues reported an incident?
   a. What do you think the effect of disciplinary action is?
   b. How often is disciplinary action used?
   c. While organisations often have official policies on the handling of incidents and reporting, it is not uncommon that reporters are subjected to hidden reactions from colleagues or managers. For instance, being passed over for promotions, or effectively frozen out of the workplace social environment, as a form of revenge for disloyalty. Do you know of, or have heard of situations where this has happened?

**Question 9** Are there any incentives for reporting security incidents?
   a. What do you think the effects of incentives are in this case?
   b. How often are incentives used?
Question 10 Does top management embrace incident reporting?
   a. Why do you think so?

Question 11 What are the consequences of top management’s attitude, and how important do you think it is?

Question 12 Do your superiors follow up the incident reporting system? Do they take an active interest?

For the next to last question, we brought to discussion in the group (of 3 projects) whether it was actually necessary to focus spend time on this. Not that it is not important, however it is not necessarily so that this has special connections with information security or incident reporting. Instead, we understand this as a more general management issue, relating to how workers will prioritize tasks that are non-essential to daily operations, depending on managerial commitment to and focus on the task. We have not delved into management literature to conclude definetly on this by ourselves, though various of our sources, for instance [22], have included references on the subject. We base our a priori assumption of it’s importance on these (for example, [22] ch. 10) talks a lot about organisational issues). The general importance on management commitment can also be easily argued from the fact that when it comes to prioritizing use of resources in the workplace, management have the final word. If they focus all resources solely on regular operational issues, then that is where the effort will be made. However, out of the interest in gauging the strength of management involvement at the hospital, we agreed that it was indeed an interesting question to ask.

7.3 “Lost” information

What is then not covered in the questions above is information on the effects of event vs. incident reporting, as well as the quality of reporting/investigations (hypotheses 4, partly 6 and 8). However, through conversation with the hospital’s IT-security manager, we understood that they felt events and incidents were difficult to separate, and that this separation was not given much attention for reporting purposes. Which consequences they had in the end, though were widely different.

Also, we did not gather specific information on how the organisation perceives the causal relationships between event and incidents (hypothesis 7). The latter is conceived as needing of (at least) some in-depth knowledge of the subject, and was covered in a question for security personnel.

7.4 The hospital

We were fortunate enough to be allowed inside the doors at one of the larger Norwegian health care institutions, a hospital in the south-eastern region of Norway. We decided in advance not to name the hospital, as part of the anonymisation of the interview respondents, and to be able to discuss any security issues that might surface, without fear of attracting negative attention to the particular hospital.

The hospital has several thousand employees (more than 4000). The organisation has an administrative division, an operational support division and several medical di-

---

2 The public Norwegian health care sector is divided into geographical regions, regions South and East were merged into one in 2007
3 Janitorial services, backoffice, and other non-medical operational functions
All following information, unless otherwise noted, about security organisation, security issues and security measures, was obtained from the hospital’s IT-security manager, in conversations or via email.

The hospital has always had to relate to safety issues (patient/medical), and the information security issues related to patient journals. As the use of IT in the hospital has increased, more and more attention has also been paid to IT-security. According to the IT-security manager, the hospital has a strong commitment to information security, well established in top management. This manifests itself in, for instance, the IT-security manager function reporting directly to top management, and the adoption of the "privacy ombudsman" role[38, §7-12], which is formally assigned to the IT-security manager.

The IT department of the hospital has implemented strong security measures to prevent unauthorised access to hospital computer systems from the outside of the hospital, as well as for control of employees use of IT-systems. Such measures are required by law (eg. [38]) to be strong enough to not be infeasible to circumvent. The hospital also adheres to a Code of Conduct for Information Security[58], that elaborates on issues concerning information security. The Code of Conduct is based on, and expands on, legislation that all health care institutions in Norway are required to follow[35, 38, 37, 57].

Main focus for reporting on information security issues, is related to the handling of patient information internally at the hospital. Specifically, the use of electronic patient journals is what raises the most issues. This also means that for most practical purposes, information security issues are increasingly also IT security issues.

The electronic patient journal system controls and logs all accesses to journals. Access is given on a need-to-know basis, that is, access is given only to those who need information in order to provide the necessary treatment / service. In practice, this involves giving access to the smallest possible set of journals (for instance, a nurse can get access to all patients in a ward), instead of to each individual journal. It is possible to override access controls to obtain necessary information, though the conditions under which this is allowed, and what personnel is authorized to do so, is strictly regulated.

The hospital has had an electronic reporting system for medical incidents for some time, but in the last year they have transitioned to a new system. The more modern system is available to all employees for reporting and lookup, and is also intended for information security reports, and not just medical incidents.

IT operations related issues are mostly handled internally in the IT-department and are registered in their operational incident handling system, unless considered having "very serious" consequences, or being direct breaches of established policies. Such incidents are reported further to the relevant managers (IT-, safety- or line-) for further follow up.

All employees must sign a statement to that they have read the hospital’s security (and safety) instructions and policies. Failure to adhere to these policies are punishable, by official warnings in employee’s file, and for very serious or frequent repeat occurrences, by termination of employment (and possibly legal prosecution). While unauthorized access
to or disclosure of information is an information security matter, and as such reported to security management, violation of policies/regulations is considered a personnel-/HR-matter. The handling of the issue, with respect to the involved staff members, is the responsibility of line- or HR-management. This includes, for instance, meetings with the involved staff members to establish what has happened, where there is suspicion of policy violations.

So the IT-security manager does not perform investigations into incidents beyond technical/IT-system matters. Any actions related to personnel management is performed by those with personnel management responsibilities.

The hospital defines "incident" as any happening that indicates a possible violation of policies / regulations. As such, the definition covers to an extent both events and incidents (as they are defined in this project), depending on the situation. Event vs. incident reporting, in the sense that this project discusses it, is thus not a consideration at the hospital.

7.5 Performing interviews

The interviews were performed one-on-one with each respondent. Two interviews were performed in the respondents' own offices, the third was conducted via email. The first interview gave us some points of feedback on the questions, and questions 7 and 9 were changed as a result. In particular, 9c was initially poorly stated, and was perceived as offensive / not serious. It was edited to clarify that we were not looking for a hidden organisational policy of recriminations, but rather unofficial reactions that the organisation was not in direct control of. Interviews were scheduled to last about one hour each, but the average time used was about forty-five minutes.

7.6 Interview results

Below are summaries and discussions of the answers given during the interviews. To avoid complicating the text with constant references to "he/she", we name our respondents A, B and C. We try not to interpret the answers too much, since our group of respondents is so small. We do however try to give some possible explanations to some of the answers.

**Question 1 Does your organization have an information security incident reporting policy?**

a. How were you made aware of this policy? (Training, written communication, at time of employment, etc.)

Of the three respondents, two were familiar with current policies, and had been presented with policies and regulations (in writing). However, respondent C was not aware of any such policy, but assumed that one did exist. C could not recall having been shown any information security policy documents. No training is given on the subject, according to the IT-security manager, so no answers to that effect were expected.

We see a contrast here, to the claim that all employees must sign a statement to the effect that they have read said policies. In this case, an explanation could be found in that C has been with the hospital for many years, from before the current regulations existed. As such, the problem might be that existing employees were not expected to give this
statement when new regulations were put in place.

Also, over the years, there might have been changes and reorganisation of institutions, and transfer of personnel between institutions. Perhaps there are no proper procedures in place to "update" the personnel affected, as they fall under these regulations.

Question 2 Have you received any form of guidelines, information or training in the use of the incident reporting system, how to recognize an incident and what to report?
   a. If so, to what extent?

Again, respondent C (as the only one) answered negatively, but did point out that generally he/she would report work related issues to line management, and that this would be C's "reporting channel" also for information security, should the need arise.

One of the other respondents said that little information, and no training, was received, but that most knowledge and competence was attained through his/her personal initiative.

The third respondent said that (quote) everyone receives basic training in the use of the incident reporting system, and that various information was distributed through department meetings and other channels (such as Intranet).

The difference in answers between respondents, in part also for the previous question, could be explained by different positions in the organisation. For instance, one respondent said that the hospitals various divisions operate under a large degree of autonomy. As such, even if they have common policies to adhere to, they do not in reality share the same top level management, and possibly differ wildly in how operations are managed, on all levels. Also, depending on function, not all departments at the hospital deal with patient information (sensitive or not). Administration, janitors, cleaners, laboratory workers (to an extent), orderlies, and probably many others, are not (directly) involved in patient treatment. They should therefore not deal with, for instance, patient journals. For this reason, we would not be surprised to see that the emphasis on information security is less in certain departments.

Question 3 Is information about incidents that have occurred within the organization regularly made available to you?
   a. If so, in what way?

All three respondents said no to that incident information is "pushed" out in general. However, A and B both said that information on serious, or high profile incidents (esp. if there is media coverage), or information on snooping in patient journals, is given through the Intranet and other internal hospital communications.

All incident reports are also available to all employees for lookup, through the reporting system. Managers can also use the system to get reports on incidents for their respective departments.

Question 4 Please describe an incident that you, or a colleague, reported. How was the report followed up? What kind of feedback did you receive after you reported?
Respondents told us of several incidents they knew were reported. For instance, two respondents pointed to a common problem: patient information left in pockets of clothes that are sent to the laundry, either on paper or sometimes even on computer memory sticks (which are not allowed to begin with). Feedback on these events primarily goes to the careless member of staff.

One respondent also said that in certain cases, feedback to the reporter was difficult, since the case information could involve a personnel matter. Consider, for instance, a case where someone reports a colleague for snooping in a journal. Since this is an HR/personnel issue, information on how the issue was resolved must remain confidential.

Respondents also knew of cases where patient information was wrongfully sent to laboratories through the pneumatic tube system. One respondent also referred to an incident where patient information was sent, in a taxi, between two health care institutions. In a hurry, the taxi driver proceeded to hand the package of (visible) information to a random employee at the hospital, requesting the person to deliver it to its intended receiver. This incident was reported, but the reporter never heard about it again.

**Question 5** Has information security improved after the introduction of a formal incident reporting process?

   a. Why/Why not?

   A and B, both familiar with the reporting system, answer positively to this effect. Respondent A felt that with the new system, reporting and getting (i.e., finding) feedback was made much easier, and that this implicitly had a positive effect. Respondent B viewed improvements in information security more as a long term achievement through focus on security, of which reporting was only one part. The hospital's focus on reporting and the subsequent handling on snooping incidents, B said, has raised awareness to the importance of security.

**Question 6** Do you know if policy has been changed as a result of incident reports?

Respondents said policies had not been changed as a direct consequence of reports, instead they evolve as the organisation develops and changes over time. Procedures have changed though, as a result of audits. One department had received an audit remark for poor identification procedures when disclosing patient information over the phone. This had led to better checks of callers identity, and better control of what information was disclosed.

**Question 7** Please describe the reporting culture in your organization. Why is the reporting culture as it is?

Again, it was pointed to that the hospital's many divisions, in themselves fairly large organisations, were probably different in this respect. "Likely, there are many reporting cultures, not a reporting culture at the hospital", said respondent C.

---

4The pneumatic tube "mail" system is a traditional form of transport for papers, and in recent years, for lab specimens, in hospitals. See for instance www.swisslog.com, a large supplier of such systems.
Incident Reporting Systems

Respondent B felt that the already well established culture for medical incident reporting also laid the ground for information security reporting. "There is an open attitude that mishaps should be reported, and learned from", B said.

Respondent A felt that the reporting culture was still lacking, even if reporting was made easier with the new reporting IT-system. Underreporting is still a problem. A said that (perceived) insignificant, minor incidents were seldomly reported, especially if they were resolved on the spot. "If the issue was resolved, why waste more time on it?", was seen as a common attitude, especially since staff usually have their hands full just doing their regular work, if they were not to be burdened with extra reporting as well. There was seldom much thought given to that it might be useful to report minor incidents. More serious incidents, however, their department was quite good at reporting, was A's impression.

Question 8 Have you or any of your colleagues been subjected to disciplinary action after you or any of your colleagues reported an incident?
   a. What do you think the effect of disciplinary action is?
   b. How often is disciplinary action used?
   c. While organisations often have official policies on the handling of incidents and reporting, it is not uncommon that reporters are subjected to hidden reactions from colleagues or managers. For instance, being passed over for promotions, or effectively frozen out of the workplace social environment, as a form of revenge for disloyalty. Do you know of, or have heard of situations where this has happened?

Respondent B knew of cases where action had been taken, in relation to journal snooping. Respondents A and C did not know of specific incidents, but A had heard of it happening at the hospital.

One respondent did not think that disciplinary actions would be relevant in his/her department, since they generally did not deal with sensitive information. Another respondent thought it would have a negative effect on reporting. The third respondent felt that the threat, and use, of disciplinary actions had helped improve the awareness and understanding for how serious security must be taken.

As to hidden reactions, respondents A and C both replied that they had heard of it happening, in relation to medical mishaps, but not information security. Particularly, among doctors there is (supposedly) a fear of reporting mistakes and errors. Some, it was said, are afraid to tell colleagues in a very competitive environment, others could be afraid of telling due to the possibly serious consequences that treatment errors can have. One respondent had also heard that other staff had complained to being passed over for promotions, or being subjected to subtle recriminations from colleagues.

Respondent B did not know of any such happenings (in relation to information security). B felt that the open culture of learning from mistakes, adopted from the medical reporting culture, put a positive spin on reporting, and thus precluded such behaviour.

Question 9 Are there any incentives for reporting security incidents?
   a. What do you think the effects of incentives are in this case?
   b. How often are incentives used?
None of the respondents could point to incentives being used to promote reporting, except for the inherent motivation in the attitude that reporting is done for the sake of improvement.

**Question 10** Does top management embrace incident reporting?

a. Why do you think so?

Respondents B and C both felt that top management was genuinely and deeply committed to incident reporting, as part of the security and safety culture. Respondent C pointed to the establishment of a system/process for anonymous reporting, with specific contact points and clearly specified handling rules for reports. C felt that management embraced this control mechanism that allowed them to discover adverse incidents that might not be picked up through regular "chain-of-command", and that this was founded in management’s genuine interest in the quality of the hospital’s services.

Respondent A did not feel this in the same way, and did not have the impression that it was an active issue at top management level, except for mandatory tasks/reviews. At the lower levels of the organisation, they never heard from divisional management (for instance) in these matters.

**Question 11** What are the consequences of top management’s attitude, how important do you think it is?

Respondent B did not reply to this. Respondents A and C both recognized the importance of sustained top management commitment, to maintain commitment at lower levels of the organisation. *If top brass do not require it, it won’t happen*, A said. C felt that even if top management was committed, it seemed difficult to communicate this commitment to the rest of the organisation. There were at least two reasons for this, C reckoned: first that the autonomy of each division somewhat separated hospital top management from divisional top management, and that staff in the various divisions in reality related to the latter. Second, as you move down in the organisational hierarchy, you “loose” managerial competence and gain professional / operational skills. With this loss, some of the understanding for performing administrative tasks, and tasks like incident reporting, was lost. C pointed out, though, that the hospital had started a training programme for lower level (first-line) managers, in order to raise the management competence level for these managers. This was hoped to counter for some of this loss of management understanding.

**Question 12** Do your superiors follow up the incident reporting system? Do they take an active interest?

Respondent A said that reporting was usually mentioned in passing at mandatory, yearly management reviews. It was usually the last point on the order of the day, and was not given much attention. B said that serious incidents were brought to (top) management’s attention, where gravity of the incidents so required. C did not answer this question.

We shall now return to discussing how the IRS Model fits into information security, before comparing it to our interview findings.
Incident reporting, The IRS Model and Information Security

When we started this project, it was after reviewing the IRS Model paper[5] only. With idealist optimism we were certain that this had to be unconditionally suitable for information security reporting. As we dug deeper into the literature, however, our view attained more nuances. We still believe the model generally suitable, but we now recognize some of the differences between safety and information security (IS) events and incidents.

All things considered, we see the model as a good starting point, but somewhat "unfinished" with respect to information security. Our ideas are not all confirmed through literature alone, but would require simulations to validate.

When we now seek to answer our research questions, we will mostly discuss the first two together, as we feel the arguments are tightly connected.

We asked:

**Question 1** Can incident reporting be a useful tool for improving information security?

**Question 2** Can the IRS model be used within information security?

**Question 3** How does the IRS model correspond to a real life ISIRS?

Our conclusion on question 2 is positive, and inherent in this is is our expectation that the reporting actually is useful. The third question is covered in a separate section.

8.1 Safety Events and Information Security incidents

As we have mentioned, Sveen et al[9] (not quite the same group of authors as in [5]), have also built on the general IRS Model for information security. We adopt a slightly different angle to this, than they do. In [2] information security and computer security are considered the same. In most contexts this is true, as we have ourselves hinted at in the introduction. However, when focusing solely on computer security incidents puts ut at risk of loosing a whole range of incidents. Let us look at the different types of information security incidents and events that we expect to find, particularly within our our health care case:

- Insiders accessing information without authorization, by mistake.
- Insiders accessing information without authorization, deliberately.
- Externals accessing information without authorization, by mistake.
- Externals accessing information without authorization, deliberately.
- Insiders disclosing information to unauthorized third party, by mistake.
Incident Reporting Systems

- Insiders accessing information to unauthorized third party, deliberately.

As events, we consider attempts at doing any of the above. As incidents, we consider successful execution of any of the above. If we focus solely on computer related incidents (and events), we will miss all those occasions where information is handled on paper or verbally, which might just as well happen in all cases above. For instance, a typical problem at the hospital, as we were told during the interview, is journal printouts that are left in jacket pockets when these are sent to the laundry.

So, at least for our health care case, non-computer events are just as important as computer-related events, even though they might be much smaller in numbers (with increase in computer use).

The IRS Model relies heavily on the relationship between events and incidents. It seems that, in the available literature, event (often termed near-miss) reporting is promoted for two reasons, both to help find and eliminate causes for more serious incidents. The first reason is the claim that events and incidents have the same underlying causes [20, 21, 22, 24], and the second, that events can/will lead to incidents [5, 23, 31]. Even if [24] support this thinking (though in terms of "minor" and "major" events, this still leaves the question of whether there is a link between the minor and major events, or their causes.

Intuitively, there should be (for instance, if you are careless/sloppy in nature, it would be common sense to guess you are more likely to end up in a serious accident), but is there any actual evidence of this? Johnson quotes sources that support both theories, and the question remains unanswered.

We are not convinced that the link between events and incidents is as strong in an information security context. For instance, we expect that a majority of incidents will be computer related. We assume here that most computer systems are robust enough, software bugs exempted, that a repeat attempt at accessing information, under the same conditions, will not yield a different result than in the first attempt. Two thought up examples illustrate the point:

- (1) At an industrial plant, multiple near-miss reports are filed for slips/trips. Many workers have slipped on the same spot of floor, but noone has so far been injured. One day, a worker slipped in the same spot, but was unfortunate enough to hit his head when landing, the event (slipping) suddenly escalating into an incident (or accident). Could it have been predicted and prevented?

- (2) An it-system security log reports multiple (failed) break-in attempts to a publicly available service on the Internet (for instance a web page). Such events are to be expected in today's Internet, and firewalls and servers are commonly configured to withstand all known and anticipated attacks. The options are to take the service offline, or to accept that it will be a target. One day, a successful break-in is performed, and the incident report reveals that a change in configurations lead to a weakened defence. Could it have been predicted and prevented?
In the first case, the answer is a clear yes. This was a definitely "an accident waiting to happen", and is an example of an event that is unexpected and unwanted and reporting should have lead to mitigating action. The second case is trickier, though. Here the events were expected, and however unwanted, their origin was completely outside of the system owner’s control. Event reports only confirmed that the defences worked as expected, and that there was no reason to expect an escalation into a break in (that an incident could occur). It took a change in the system to make the incident possible. In both examples, the event and incident were identical happenings, except for the outcome, but only in the first example could the event be counted a (predictive) precursor. It is the change in the it-system that is the precursor / predictive event here, but such events are relatively few in numbers (e.g. compared to firewall logs of illegal network traffic).

Care must be taken then, when building (or modelling) an IRS for information security (ISIRS), to ensure that causal relationships between events and incidents are not overstated, and that the system allows for types of events where this relationship might not exist.

This is not to say that predictive events do not exist in information security. For instance, events that point to a poorly constructed work procedure, perhaps to lax in controls and allows for too much error, would be good predictive or precursor events. At some point, someone will likely slip through a hole in the procedure, deliberately or by accident. We just think that in a world of so many computer systems producing logs that are to be audited and watched (see for instance [38, 37]), the amount of non-predictive events as described above, would overshadow predictive ones. To avoid this, better (smarter) systems must be put in place, but today it is still a problem for institutions like CSIRTs[41, 42].

This is, of course a known problem of reporting systems: If they swamp the operator, they will not be effective. in fact they might even reduce security of safety, as they would not produce output that is relevant to the input received. This could lead to erroneous status reports for security.

It is not only an increase in real incidents and threats that would contribute to this, but with ever increasing use of computer systems, there is also increasing use of automated incident detection systems, such as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). Computers perform vast numbers of operations for even the most mundane tasks, and accordingly these detection systems handle an enormous amount of "normal events", and suffer from the base rate fallacy [60, pp. 77-78]. This can easily cause a system to be overflowed with false positives, ie. reports on incidents that turn out not to be incidents after all.

As mentioned about our hospital’s patient journal system, access is given on a group-of-journals basis. Controlling access for every person to every individual journal would simply be prohibitive. Not only would it cause a lot of administrative overhead just to manage access, but imagine the alarms that would go off, likely constantly, when people tried to access information they needed, for which the access controls system wasn’t quite updated on at the time.
To sum up, we suggest that the relationship between causes of events and incidents, is not a strong in information security as in safety. Also, we do not believe that there is (universally) a link between event and incident causes. The latter would also impact the effect that learning from events would have on incident occurrence.

8.2 Deliberate events and incidents

Another difference between safety and information security, is that there are much more events (and incidents) of deliberate nature, than there are in safety. Safety reporting literature revolves around terms like near-misses, mishaps, accidents, etc. feeding a notion of being unfortunate, but not deliberate happenings.

For information security, we deal a lot more with deliberate events, like our hospital that deals a lot with snooping in patient journals. Or, like our example above of external assailants hammering away on our internet-exposed computer systems.

There is something here that affect the IRS Model, as it stands today. First, we must lower our expectation for what effect awareness has on event and incident occurrence. This is due to the nature of the deliberate assailant. We dare assume he is well aware that he is breaking the rules. As such, telling him it is bad, and that he should not do it, will have little effect. Countermeasures to prevent possibilities for such events could of course still be developed through this learning, but the effect is still reduced. From an insider, a staff member who is trusted with certain information, it might not be possible to protect oneself. He has necessary access to information through his daily work, and if he chooses to abuse that information, there is little that can be done to stop him.

Secondly, another factor that contributes to this, is the introduction of the external assailant or attacker. The argument is largely the same: learning can help build countermeasures, but won’t build awareness or better attitudes in hackers across the globe.

And so, we claim that there is a reduced effect of awareness on event/incident occurrence in an information security IRS, compared to a safety IRS.

8.3 The IRS Model simulations

Simulations using the IRS Model, have shown that its behaviour corresponded with for instance the results of Nielsen et al. [20]. The most interesting conclusion from [20] is perhaps that there is a correlation between apparent top-management commitment and improvements in safety. This is precisely one of the points effectively made by Sveen et al, where their model mandates policies to encourage reporting, and not the least to spend resources on a complete organisational learning system for information securit. (These are typically top management, organisation-wide decisions.)

Still, conditions for the simulation runs are idealized, and all the presented scenarios are somewhat "black and white". Lessons learned from simulation runs range from the seemingly obvious ("Punishment demotivates people") to more subtle relationships between reporting rates and perceived security and underreporting. We would like to

---

1 Except thought control, maybe?

2 Apparent, since it is measured from the viewpoint of workers.
see more simulations for varying parameter combinations, but from what we have learnt from the incident reporting literature, and given our thought on variations/changes in model assumptions (these assumptions are manifested as parameters in the simulations) we find the model credible, and as such useful for information security reporting.

8.4 On the usefulness of reporting

Johnson [24] argues that IR is cheaper than accidents, in a safety context. This might be well documented for the health, safety and environment field, but empirical documentation for this is hard to find for information security. In Norway we have, at best, estimates based on few and limited sources (I.e. Mørketallundersøkelsen, The Dark Figure survey). The survey shows that information security (or IT-security, specifically) incidents already incur substantial costs to norwegian businesses.

As legislation demanding stronger information security is put into place, eg. with the introduction of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act [35] in the USA and it’s cousin ”EuroSOX” [62] in the EU, it is not far fetched to accept that Johnson’s argument is valid also for information security, at least for businesses. Stronger legislation is also evolving for the (public) health care sector, as we have seen earlier.

Theoretical research on the value of information security investment does exist [63], but we know little of calculations on the economy of incident reporting for information security.

Money spent is not the only issue when discussing usefulness. Kjellén [22] refers to Argyris [64], and warns that the SHE information system (of which our incident reporting would be part) must be used as a problem-solving tool, involving the entire organisation. Particularly, he highlights that there is a limitation imposed by management receiving aggregated information upon which to found operational decisions. Given this limitation, decisions as to remedial actions (following an investigation) should be made at as low a level as possible. This requires that the information in the event reporting system is fed back ”down” and into the system’s lower levels, for instance supervisor or mid-level mtmt. At the same time, trends and overall direction can be best viewed at the top level. Kjellén [22] cites Van Court Hare [65]: ”For an analyst to gain control over a system, he must be able to take at least as many distinct actions […] as the system can exhibit.” (Ashby’s law of requisite variety. I.e. at a lower level in the system (worker level), there are many more factors to control. For top-level management, factors and data are aggregated. Since the picture is less complex, so can control actions be. It is then simpler to make (general) decisions on a higher level, in order to influence (complex) system behaviour at the lower level.

We read this as an argument that top (or at least high level) management commitment is crucial to incident reporting usefulness, and that without such involvement, the whole system would be pointless.

---

3Mørketallundersøkelsen 2006[81], by Næringlivets Sikkerhetsråd, a security organisation for Norwegian enterprises. A summary, in Norwegian, is available at http://www.nsr-org.no/artikler/morketall2006.htm. Copies of the report can be ordered from nsr@sno.no.

4Legislative demand supports two arguments for IR: (1) One must have it, it’s the law, and (2) It’s more expensive to ignore (1), and hope for the best, than to implement IR in the first place (given that authorities actually punish violators). There’s no reason to think some businesses are not going to try to break these laws, any less than other laws.
8.5 The IRS Model and the hospital case study

Our foundation for saying anything about this is weak, due to the low number of interview respondents. We must thus bear this uncertainty in mind when evaluating the accuracy of our conclusions below.

Also, we were not able to gather information on all issues that we planned. For instance the questions particular to policy makers, and to security personell were excluded, foiling our discussion on the perceived importance of event (vs. incident) reporting.

However, we did see that the respondents expressed opinions that agreed to a certain extent with the assumptions in the model. For instance, the importance of an open, non-punishing culture was recognized by all three respondents. As was the assumptions on the importance of top mangement commitment.

The fact that the hospital’s policies did not always seem to support this, is another matter. So, even if respondents did agree with our assumptions, we did not perceive that actual system matched the IRS Model, on some accounts. Particularly this applied to the assumption on the negative effects on recriminations. It was claimed that they had seen positive effects from the policies of recriminations, countering the arguments of Sveen et al[5] and others. The hospital did not have any specific estimates on underreporting, though, and it is as such difficult to attempt to gauge the actual effectiveness of their system.

Respondents (two out of the three) also gave the impression that training, and post-reporting organisational learning was not set up to a large extent in the hospital. Whether this is true or not, we cannot say for sure, as we do not know whether this was only the perceived reality of these two, or whether it is true in genral. And if it were true, the mechanisms of the model would then be somewhat different from the hospital’s system, and the two would not be directly comparable.

However, one of the respondent did say that such mechanisms were in place. We see no reason that this person should lie about this, so if we accept that as a truth, the reason for the other two respondents’ answers could lie in to little emphasis on the organisational learning, either a problem in the design of the system, or perhaps in a lack of management commitment.

This last argument, together with the impression that respondents answers agreed with some of the assumptions built into the questions, lead us to think that the IRS Model matches the real world system to a certain extent, but the result is in reality inconclusive.
9 Conclusion and future work.

We conclude that the IRS Model is definitely useful for information security reporting, albeit we presume it needs some tweaking of parameters to be adapted to such a setting. As such, only simulation results would confirm our suspicions, and we would suggest that future work on this model do precisely that: simulate more conditions that are better suited for information security reporting, for instance as described in this report.
A Main aspects of the qualitative research interview

This listing was extracted from Kvale[7]:

- **Life-world.** The subject at hand is (part of) the interviewees everyday world, including his or hers own relationship to it.

- **Meaning.** The interview has as its goal to interpret the meaning of central themes in the interviewees life-world. The interviewer registers and interprets the meaning of what is said, and how it is said.

- **Qualitative.** The interview seeks to gather qualitative knowledge, expressed in common language. It does not attempt to quantify.

- **Descriptive.** The interview tries to collect open, nuanced descriptions of different aspects of the interviewees life-world.

- **Specificity.** Descriptions of specific situations and hendelsesforløp are collected, not general opinions.

- **Willful naivité.** The interviewer is open to new and unexpected fenomena, and avoids ready-made categories and interpretations.

- **Focus.** The interview focuses on specific subjects; neither tightly structured med standardised questions, nor completely unmanaged.

- **Ambiguity.** The interviewees statements can sometimes be ambiguous, which can reflect contrasts in his life-world.

- **Change.** The interviewprocess can give new insights and consciousness, and the interviewee can, during the interview, change his descriptions and interpretations on a subject.

- **Sensitivity.** Different interviewers can promote different statements on the same subject, depending on their sensitivity towards, and knowledge on the subject.

- **Interpersonal communication.** The knowledge that is collected is produced through an interpersonal interaction in the interview situation.
• **Positive experience.** A successful research interview can be a valuable and enlightening experience for the interviewee, who might gain new insight into his own lifeworld.
B Interview questions, complete set

B.1 Policy makers (managers and process owners)

Question 1 Does your organization have an information security incident reporting policy? Please elaborate.
   a. Why do you / do you not have such a policy?

Question 2 Please describe how incident reports are gathered and handled.
   a. Who does the investigation? Is there a dedicated team?

Question 3 Does the reporting policy also include events?
   a. Do you think event reporting is useful? Why is this so?

Question 4 Have guidelines been developed to inform users of the incident reporting system and process?
   a. Have the users received any form of training in the use of the incident reporting system, how to recognize incidents and what to report?
      i. Why / why not?
      ii. To what extent?

Question 5 Is information about incidents occurring within the company regularly made available to users?
   a. Why / why not?

Question 6 Do you keep the reporting users informed of the situation and the investigation of the incident report? Do the reporting users receive any information upon the closure of the incident investigation?
   a. Why / why not?

Question 7 Is there any post-resolution follow-up of reported incidents?
   a. By whom? Why?

Question 8 Has information security improved after the introduction of a formal incident reporting process?
   a. Why has it improved / not improved?

Question 9 Has policy been changed as a result of incident reports?
   a. Why / why not?

Question 10 Please elaborate on the reporting culture in your organization. Why is the reporting culture as it is?

Question 11 Traditional safety reporting systems are often plagued by underreporting. How is the situation in your organization? Please elaborate.
   a. Why is the situation like this?
Question 12 Does the information security policy or information security reporting policy (or equivalent) include any form of disciplinary action?
   a. Why / why does it not include disciplinary action?
   b. What do you think the effect of disciplinary action is?
   c. While organisations often have official policies on the handling of incidents and reporting, it is not uncommon that reporters are subjected to hidden reactions from colleagues or managers. For instance, being passed over for promotions, or effectively frozen out of the workplace social environment, as a form of revenge for disloyalty. Do you know of, or have heard of situations where this has happened?

Question 13 Does the information security policy or equivalent include any form of incentive for reporting security incidents?
   a. Why does the reporting policy include / not include incentives?

Question 14 Do you personally follow up the incident reporting system or is this delegated to a subordinate?
   a. Why / why not?

Question 15 Do your superiors follow up the incident reporting system? Do they take an active interest?

B.2 Security personnel

Question 1 Does your organization have an information security incident reporting policy? Please elaborate.

Question 2 2) Please describe how incident reports are gathered and handled.

Question 3 3) Does the reporting policy also include events (and not just incidents)?
   a. Do you think event reporting is useful? Why is this so?
   b. Can anything be learned from events to prevent future incidents?

Question 4 Have guidelines been developed to inform users of the incident reporting system and process?
   a. Have the users received any form of training in the use of the incident reporting system, how to recognize incidents and what to report?
      i. Why / why not?
      ii. To what extent?

Question 5 Is information about incidents occurring within the company regularly made available to users?
   a. Why / why not?

Question 6 Do you keep the reporting users informed of the situation and the investigation of the incident report? Do the reporting users receive any information upon the closure of the incident investigation?
   a. Why / why not?

Question 7 What is the workload of those responsible for security incident investigation?
   a. Who detects most of the incidents / events? Automated sources (antivirus, firewall, etc.) or users?
   b. How does the workload impact the quality of investigations? Please elaborate.
Question 8 Is there any post-resolution follow-up of reported incidents?
   a. By whom? Why?

Question 9 Has information security improved after the introduction of a formal incident reporting process?
   a. Why has it improved / not improved?

Question 10 Has policy been changed as a result of incident reports?
   a. Why / why not, do you think?

Question 11 Please describe the reporting culture in your organization. Why is the reporting culture as it is?

Question 12 Traditional safety reporting systems are often plagued by underreporting. How is the situation in your organization? Please elaborate.
   a. Why is the situation like this?

Question 13 Does the information security policy or information security reporting policy (or equivalent) include any form of disciplinary action?
   a. What do you think the effect of disciplinary action is?
   b. How often is disciplinary action used?
   c. While organisations often have official policies on the handling of incidents and reporting, it is not uncommon that reporters are subjected to hidden reactions from colleagues or managers. For instance, being passed over for promotions, or effectively frozen out of the workplace social environment, as a form of revenge for disloyalty. Do you know of, or have heard of situations where this has happened?

Question 14 Does the information security policy or equivalent include any form of incentive for reporting security incidents?
   a. What do you think the effects of incentives are in this case?
   b. How often are incentives used?

Question 15 Does top management take an active interest in the information security reporting system?
   a. What are the consequences of top management’s attitude and how important do you think it is?

B.3 Regular staff

Question 1 Does your organization have an information security incident reporting policy?
   a. How were you made aware of this policy? (Training, written communication, at time of employment, etc.)

Question 2 Have you received any form of guidelines, information or training in the use of the incident reporting system, how to recognize an incident and what to report?
   a. If so, to what extent?

Question 3 Is information about incidents that have occurred within the organization regularly made available to you?
   a. If so, in what way?
Question 4 Please describe an incident that you, or a colleague, reported. How was the report followed up? What kind of feedback did you receive after you reported?

Question 5 Has information security improved after the introduction of a formal incident reporting process?
   a. Why/ Why not?

Question 6 Do you know if policy has been changed as a result of incident reports?

Question 7 Please describe the reporting culture in your organization. Why is the reporting culture as it is?

Question 8 Have you or any of your colleagues been subjected to disciplinary action after you or any of your colleagues reported an incident?
   a. What do you think the effect of disciplinary action is?
   b. How often is disciplinary action used?
   c. While organisations often have official policies on the handling of incidents and reporting, it is not uncommon that reporters are subjected to hidden reactions from colleagues or managers. For instance, being passed over for promotions, or effectively frozen out of the workplace social environment, as a form of revenge for disloyalty. Do you know of, or have heard of situations where this has happened?

Question 9 Are there any incentives for reporting security incidents?
   a. What do you think the effects of incentives are in this case?
   b. How often are incentives used?

Question 10 Does top management embrace incident reporting?
   a. Why do you think so?

Question 11 What are the consequences of top management’s attitude, and how important do you think it is?

Question 12 Do your superiors follow up the incident reporting system? Do they take an active interest?
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